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**A local boxer shares the only national title that bad eluded her**

Klinefelter finally golden

**UI hits funds goal**


**SMALL FARMERS ARE BEING SQUEEZED BY BILL, THEY SAY**

**Iraqi group kidnaps four**

A video aired on Al Jazeera shows four peace activists being held hostage, among the victims of a new wave of kidnappings in Iraq.

**By Chris Tomlinson**

**BAHRAIN** — Al-Qaeda sponsored broads with four Western peace activists held hostage by a previously unknown group of insurgents, part of a new wave of kidnappings police fear is aimed at disrupting next month's U.N. conference in Beirut.

The four men were released in the city of Bahrain in a dramatic twist to the kidnapping drama.

The men visited the U.N. conference in Beirut.

The hostages were freed in the city of Bahrain.

The hostages were freed after the Al-Qaeda-sponsored broads with four Western peace activists held hostage by a previously unknown group of insurgents, part of a new wave of kidnappings police fear is aimed at disrupting next month's U.N. conference in Beirut.
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After an 80 percent drop-off in known meth labs, the federal and state governments look to ramp up the fight with 30-second TV ads

**BY MICHELLE BROOKS**

While Iowa's enforcement officials continue to battle the methamphetamine epidemic by stepping up their efforts to fight the spread of labs, a new federal- and state-wide public awareness campaign could help put a dent in the problem.

The campaign, which will launch on Monday, is called "Knockout Meth." It is designed to alert people to the dangers of meth, the spread it brings, and how to avoid it.

"We hope this campaign will help people understand the dangers of meth, and help them avoid it," said John Hofer, liaison for the Iowa State Police's Methamphetamine Strike Force.

**FACTS ABOUT METHAMPHETAMINES:**

* Women are three times more likely than men to abuse meth.

* Meth abuse is epidemic in Iowa.

* Meth users are 60 percent more likely than cocaine users to abuse other drugs.

* Meth abuse can lead to heart attacks, strokes, and death.

**We're the people who keep these journals alive, both by submitting research and purchasing them.**

Faculty Senate members say universities, in effect, have to pay for research twice.

**POLICE BLOTTER**

Logan Galina, 22, 770 1st St. West, was charged with drug paraphernalia, after police found him in a vehicle at 3 p.m. on the Riverside Drive, was charged.
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Cable, satellite TV warned on 'smut'

Parents need better tools to help them navigate the entertainment waters, particularly on cable and satellite TV.

— Ken Martin, Federal Communications Commission Chairman

WASHINGTON — Federal Communications Commission Chairman Kenneth J. Martin urged Congress on Tuesday to provide “meaningful” tools to help parents filter the contents of television programming.

Martin said at an all-day conference on decency in broadcasting that cable and satellite TV should be no different from other forms of media that parents can control at home.

“Parents need better tools, more help to keep their children or friends from watching certain programs or channels that the family can’t or won’t turn off or watch,” Martin said.

Martin said that the entertainment industry’s self-regulation efforts have failed because it is in the industry’s interest to advertise or promote programs that are too violent or contain inappropriate content.

He also said that cable and satellite TV providers are not providing enough tools to help parents filter the content of their programming, particularly for children.

Martin said that the industry has been doing a “lousy job” of providing parents with tools to help them make decisions about what their children should watch.
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Earl Shullaw, a 21-year-old dentistry student at the University of Iowa, is one of the many alumni who have been motivated to try and get the的事情 done.

On the new Conservation Reserve Program, the farmer bill is intended to keep the family farms, while a farmer with only 1,000 acres has a direct payment of $3,500.

Buresh said the farm bill is being developed for small farms, and larger farms have an advantage over smaller farms. For example, by using the U.S. acreage report, he suggested a new program might be offered. The Illinois Department of Agriculture, for example, has a program that offers a $3,000 payment to farmers with more than 7,000 acres, while a farmer with only 1,000 acres has a direct payment of $3,500. Iowa. Officials said at least $172 million will be used for new non-transportation and non-energy research and development projects in Iowa state universities and colleges.

In a statement, Christian Pravestian said it represents the essence of boxing and the Maggie Thompson Foundation in support of boxing. It's important to continue to grow and develop boxing and the Maggie Thompson Foundation in support of boxing.
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Rumsfeld declares war on using the word ‘insurgency’""
EDITORIAL

No value in North Liberty runoff

The complete victory of write-in candidates Don Draper in North Liberty's
surprise race has led to an election dispute in that city, with Draper
offering to run a runoff election to determine the winner. Although
people have the right to petition for a runoff election, it is usually a
problematic choice. If Draper had offered to run a runoff election,
the winner would have been the same as the write-in winner, but the
cost of the runoff election could have been immense. The runoff
election would have cost the city $15,000, enough to cover the cost
of the write-in election.

Isaiah Thomas's article focused on the issues that candidates need to
address in their campaign, but the runoff election would have
only exacerbated these issues. The runoff would have been a
waste of time and money, and it would have made the election
process more complex.

LETTERS

Should not eat Quaker Oatmeal

I feel that the Quaker Oatmeal is not a healthy choice for breakfast,
and I believe it is important for people to make healthy choices
for their diet.

I have been eating Quaker Oatmeal for the past few years,
and I have noticed that it has been affecting my digestion.
I believe that this is because Quaker Oatmeal contains
sugar and other unhealthy ingredients that can harm
our bodies. I think that people should choose other
breakfast options, such as fruits, yogurt, and eggs,
which are healthier and more nutritious.

I urge people to consider their breakfast choices
and make healthier choices for their diet.

I am writing this letter to encourage people to
think about their breakfast choices and to consider
healthier options.

I hope that people will take my advice and
choose healthier breakfast options for themselves.

I am a concerned citizen who believes
that people should make healthy choices for
their diet. I hope that my letter
will help people to think
about their breakfast choices
and make healthier choices.
CALENDAR-WORTHY
dates (by Steve Lerman; approx. by Iowa City, City Public Library, 322-3565, www.icpl.org)

**Re-Lettering Hawthorne**

**BY JENNA SAUERS**

It takes a certain amount of literary history to write a novel that sums up the creation of a love story.

Deborah Moyes has taken on the task that seems daunting to even the best authors. Her latest project, *Angel and Apostle* (Prairie Lights, $24.95), takes the reader on an imaginary journey through Nathaniel Hawthorne's characters and the parts of the book that shape them.

She's a plucky, black-haired, plaid-wearing student of the* Scarlet Letter,* a downtrodden and plucky woman who has been dispatched, Noyes seems to explain that way one might wear pearls such as "pen." The novel's a genuine delight.

It is in her own life as an artist and as a woman that Moyes describes her own life as an artist and as a woman that Moyes describes her. Her layers of information, her works of art. Her words are as "true" as they can be. Her words are as "true" as they can be. The Scarlet Letter is a genuine delight. Noyes seems to explain that way one might wear pearls such as "pen." The novel's a genuine delight.
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**SPORTS**

**Outback faces difficult choice**

**BY JASON BRUMMUND**

Realistic contend ending on different notes — it’s going to be a tough call for Outback officials.

Assuming Ohio State remains an upset-at-large bid to the Bowl Championship Series, the third-best Big Ten team will need to choose between No. 5 Iowa and No. 25 Michigan-

Western которое resolutions are running a race to the Buckeyes. Midwest best Iowa head-to-head, 23-20, in overtime on Oct. 22.

"We’ve got to do it against the Buckeyes. Either one of those teams would be terrible in our bowl game. The Outback Bowl will be played on Jan. 2 — because of NFL action on New Year’s Day."

Kirk Ferentz and senior captain Fred Russell, Bobcat Gallery, Nate Kaeding, Howard Hughes, and Sam Avello lead the Buckeyes onto the field against the Florida Gators on Jan. 1, 2004, in the Outback Bowl. The Hawkeyes may head to Tampa again this year.

**Outback Bowl officials are looking at No. 25 Iowa and No. 20 Michigan — Michigan beat Iowa on Oct. 22 in overtime, but the Buckeyes have won two straight and the Wolverines finished with a loss in the Big Ten championship game.**

"We’ll just have to see how body is in as much detail as we can and try to get a feel for what we may do, depending upon what we may think our body may not happen with Saturday," said Jim McVay, the CEO of the Outback Bowl.

"I think that, right now, we’ve broken the (Buck) court press in practice, we’ve broken the press against each other but we’ve got to do it against a formidable opponent."

**Women facing pressure**

**BY TED MCCARTAN**

This early in the season, with four months until postseason play begins, that’s something the women’s basketball team at Bowling Green State University is building, is the full-court press. The Falcons are 5-6 and are 2-0 in the Mid-American Conference.

"We’ve got to get it done and we’ve got to do it with a lot of people,” said coach Tom Lillard. "Once we have that confidence and we know what we’ve done, then people will be scared to put us back on it."

"**Wolfpack pose test**

**MEN’S HOOPS**

C.N. State preparary for its first test, while No. 12 Iowa has already done well on two.

The Hawkeyes will host the 21st-ranked Wolfpack today at 8:30 p.m. in Carver-Hawkeye Arena, in the Outback Bowl Area. The game will be televised nationally on ESPN.

C.N. State’s fifth opponent — that of which has an RPI higher than 200 — is a notable secret of 8-13. The Hawkeyes are led by the young veterans of the Hawkeyes. The Hawkeyes are 12-3 in the Big Ten.

"Sometimes certain systems are certain systems problems," Iowa women’s coach said. "That’s the system that gives us problems."

The Wolfpack, who lost last year’s game to the Hawkeyes, is seeking its first bowl victory since 1995.

"The Hawkeyes are going to be a big challenge for us to match up to the Hawkeyes."
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"Sometimes certain systems are certain systems problems," Iowa women’s coach said. "That’s the system that gives us problems."

The Wolfpack, who lost last year’s game to the Hawkeyes, is seeking its first bowl victory since 1995.

"The Hawkeyes are going to be a big challenge for us to match up to the Hawkeyes."

**Wolfgang pose test**

**BY JASON BRUMMUND**

C.N. State preparary for its first test, while No. 12 Iowa has already done well on two.
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Hosiers set to duke it out

BY MICHAEL MAROT

HOOSIERS-JARVIS-PHOTO

Indiana-Hoosiers against Texas in Monday's Assembly Hall, head to head, with Indiana leading the contest with five wins of its six.

Hoosiers Saturday at Carver-Hawkeye, 8:35 p.m.

Welcome to college basketball, Indiana style.

"When Assembly Hall gets rocking, this is a special place," Hill said. "I'm excited just thinking about it."

But if Indiana intends to roll through the rest of the season unscathed, it must keep its composure. The Hoosiers have never played in the Rose Bowl. The situa­tion could become rather messy if the Hoosiers can't control the crowd and stay focused.

"We know they're going to come out and get after us," Indiana forward Build said. "I'm sure we're going to be taunted a lot. The crowd is going to remind them of the Rose Bowl."

"We need to get it together and be ready to go," Hill added.

Hill is excited just thinking about playing in the Rose Bowl. "I'm sure that we execute the things we want to do to win," Hill said. "We've got to be ready to go."
Indianapolis keeps its mind on the prize and not the record, while commentators argue that it may achieve both.

The teams that get remembered are not the ones who have great regular seasons—they are the ones who do something in the playoffs.

Tony Dungy, Colts coach

Indianapolis Colts means Super Bowl win

Indianapolis looks to set off three of the conference's old demons.

BY MICHAEL MAROT

INDIANAPOLIS — Peyton Manning and the Indianapolis Colts would define perfection as winning a Super Bowl. Anything less would be a banner for the Colts.

With five weeks left in the regular season, the Colts are 11-0, and they can't imagine losing. They can't imagine going to Super Bowl XLI in Miami on Feb. 4 against the New England Patriots, which is in a way more important than the record.

"If we win them, and not the record, while the Saints and Panthers and Colts carry the logo of the NFC, they've got a trip to the Super Bowl," said Tony Dungy, Colt coach

The victory over the Redskins was Indy's first in Pasadena since 1966, and Monday night's victory ended a 15-year drought against the Niners.

These victories have essentially eliminated all three teams' chances of making the AFC playoffs, but they've also demonstrated that the Colts have demonstrated their mettle by knocking off three of the conference's old demons.

"We just need to take this step and move forward," defensive tackle Cory Smith said after the Niners game. "We can't hurt each other in what we're trying to do. We can't hurt each other in the next week and not play well. And we need to remain focused.""After Tennessee and Jacksonville, the Colts have a difficult game against San Diego, which is in a way more important than the record.

"If we win, we go undefeated, but it won't mean anything if we don't wish in the playoffs."

No. Manning, the two-time MVP, and his teammates find themselves in an unusual position. The Colts are 10-2 and would ensure that the Colts would not play anyone other than Miami after Dec. 24.

But with five weeks left in the regular season, the Colts are 11-0, and they can't imagine losing. They can't imagine going to Super Bowl XLI in Miami on Feb. 4 against the New England Patriots, which is in a way more important than the record.

"If we win them, and not the record, while the Saints and Panthers and Colts carry the logo of the NFC, they've got a trip to the Super Bowl," said Tony Dungy, Colt coach.

"We need to take this step and move forward," defensive tackle Cory Smith said after the Niners game. "We can't hurt each other in what we're trying to do. We can't hurt each other in the next week and not play well. And we need to remain focused."
SPORTS

Another fire sale in Miami

Rumors are swirling about the future of the Marlins because of a barrage of trades and letting free agents go

BY TIM REYNOLDS

MIAMI — The off-season is usually when large-scale personnel swaps for most baseball fans, but when rumors run wild about which players will be acquired and when championship dreams are burned. Not in Miami this year.

That traditional wait-until-spring mantra doesn’t apply these days in South Florida, where Mike Lowell and the rest of the roster were being dealt, and Miami fans had watched once-proud franchises fall apart. "It’s just not sure if it’s a baseball market or not," said one baseball-only mem-

ber worth noting, and the Marlins have sacrificed their hopes of building a new $400 million, retractable-roof facility adjacent to the Orange Bowl in downtown Miami. The team’s home at Dodgertown in Vero Beach, Fla., seldom topics express in 2005. The Marlins fired manager Jeff Torborg.

They could stay in the area, which never發生.

Lotts says in the province. Other cities mentioned as potential Marlins suitors include Las Vegas, Portland, Ore., and Charlotte, N.C.

"I don’t think baseball can abandon the Miami market," said Marlins general manager Larry Beckett, and "I don’t think the biggest teams are ever going to leave if you don’t have another market." The team’s last first game in 1956, with two World Series titles eventually to two roster dismantlings — many called them the fire sale.

They won the World Series in 1997, after former co-owner Wayne Huizenga took 29 of a gamble and loaded up on big-time players. A series of trades and a disputed home run by rookie pinch-hitter Jeff Conine in Game 7 of the 1997 World Series won a trophy but had the last noted trade in August that saw better than $600 million that season during a win streak was broken that winter, and the 1999 club went 6-105, by far the worst ever for a defending World Series champi-

on a year ago.

Now, two years removed from the 2003 World Series title, Florida officials cut this deal.

But most observers simply say "fire sale" again.

"Unfortunately, here we are," Lotts said in a statement last week. "Two years after purchasing the Marlins, with so new stadium and new market, and without much expectation for the team, we没法 claim the franchise to the market.

The only real prospects the Marlins have are now the same as always in baseball.

Last week, the Marlins sold Lowell, Josh Beckett and Wilfredo Rodriguez to the Boston Red Sox, only a few hours after moving Carlos Delgado to the New York Mets. Florida manned seven prospects in those deals, and it probably the Marlins will make many more moves before opening day.

Starting pitcher A.J. Burnett became a free agent. Todd Jones, who had a breakout season as a closer, signed with Detroit. And管理制度, he could go too quickly. "I think we’re moving in the right direction," said Marlins general manager Larry Beckett. "I think the biggest teams are ever going to leave if you don’t have another market." The team’s last first game in 1956, with two World Series titles eventually to two roster dismantlings — many called them the fire sale.

They won the World Series in 1997, after former co-owner Wayne Huizenga took 29 of a gamble and loaded up on big-time players. A series of trades and a disputed home run by rookie pinch-hitter Jeff Conine in Game 7 of the 1997 World Series won a trophy but had the last noted trade in August that saw better than $600 million that season during a win streak was broken that winter, and the 1999 club went 6-105, by far the worst ever for a defending World Series champi-

on a year ago.

Now, two years removed from the 2003 World Series title, Florida officials cut this deal.
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Wolfgang invoke Carver

N.C. STATE

that plays great man-to-man defense. Hours later, he was a game changer in this win.

The second half this season, too, is not lost.

The defense, which has been the team's best asset thus far, is strong enough to be strong for the entire season.

The loss against Louisville will mean more to the team in the coming weeks.

But we have to see if N.C. State is more than the sum of its parts. Enough to make the Wolfpack win a second straight game?

Without question, every player on this team has a role to play. The defense made it happen.

The offense, which had been struggling in recent games, finally came alive against Alabama.

The Wolfpack were aggressive and patient, something that has been sorely missing in recent games.

And the defense was stingy, holding Alabama to just three points.

The defense has been a strength for the Wolfpack this season.

A week ago, they held Wisconsin to just one point.

This week, they held Alabama to just three.
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